
BOOST STICK
2-Way Humidity Control Solutions

CONTROL YOUR PRODUCT—FROM CULTIVATION  TO CONSUMER.
It’s time to take control of your product’s environment, rather than be at 
the mercy of it. Maintain freshness longer and deliver the highest-quality 
product by adding or removing humidity as needed—without lifting a 
finger. Say goodbye to lost time and compromised quality — and say 
hello to far fresher, far longer.  

OPTIMAL HUMIDITY 
Integra BOOST® sticks offer a hands-free approach to 
humidity control, allowing you to eliminate the guessing  
game and regulate relative humidity safely and 
effectively  at either 55% or 62% inside any  
contained environment.

Preserves aroma, taste, and product integrity
Perfect for automated packaging systems
Hands-free monitoring 
Prevents mold

EXTENDED STORAGE
Finally — a smart solution that allows you to extend shelf 
life, without compromising quality. Integra BOOST® sticks 
 immediately adapt to the air around them, adjusting the 
relative humidity in a closed container without altering your 
product’s aroma or flavor. 

Retains weight to maintain profits
Extends shelf life while maintaining product integrity
Protects from mold and rot or boosts humidity to  
avoid  over-drying

Contact us at integraboostcanada.ca

THE INTEGRA DIFFERENCE: 
SALT-FREE  |  NON-TOXIC  | BIODEGRADABLE
FDA-COMPLIANT  |  NO CHEMICAL OFF-GAS

PLANT-BASED SOLUTION  |  SPILL- AND TEAR-RESISTANT
DESIGNED TO GRAB EXCESS MOISTURE FASTER THAN  

OTHER LEADING BRANDS

BRING ON THE BALANCE.
Integra BOOST® sticks use our patented 2-way humidity 
control technology to expertly adapt to the air around 
them—either releasing or absorbing moisture as needed to 
maintain relative humidity (RH) in a contained environment. 

FORM AND FUNCTION. 
Boost® Sticks are designed to be slim & space-efficient, 
ensuring it effortlessly fits in various tubes and containers 
without consuming excessive space or disrupting the 
aesthetic of your chosen packaging.  Available in two 
lengths, 80mm and 110mm, the Boost® Stick can  
easily integrate into any automated packaging  
and dispensing system. 

RELATIVE HUMIDITY APPLICATION

» 80mm
» 110mm

» 55% RH
» 62% RH

» Storage
» Travel Tubes

SIZES


